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ABSTRACT
In order for Southeast Asian archaeologists to effectively
engage with global archaeological discussions of the 21st
century, adoption of new paradigms is advocated. The
prevalent mid-twentieth century paradigm’s reliance on
essentialized frameworks and directional macro-views
should be replaced with a forward-facing, “emergent”
paradigm and an emphasis on community-scale analyses
in alignment with current trends in archaeological theory.
An example contrasting the early i&i pottery with early
copper-base metallurgy in Thailand illustrates how this
new perspective could approach prehistoric data.
INTRODUCTION
When scholars reach the point in their careers that they are
asked to contribute keynote addresses1, such occasions in-
vite reflection on ‘the state of the discipline’ and on possi-
ble paths forward. As 20th century scholarship recedes into
historical background and 21st century scholarship finds its
footing, it seems appropriate to ask: Where is the discipline
of Southeast Asian prehistoric archaeology going? More-
over, what should Southeast Asian archaeologists prioritize
as we go forward in this century? Of course, there are many
priorities.
There remain huge temporal and geographic gaps in the
basic data that will take decades of research to fill in; that
is, if we get there before the looters and developers deci-
mate the archaeological evidence (e.g., Lewis et al. 2015).
There are exciting fieldwork methodologies, such as Li-
DAR (Hanus and Evans 2015) and ground penetrating ra-
dar (Duke et al. 2016) that are beginning to enable richer
and more rapid assessment of our sites, which should im-
prove the efficiency and quality of field data acquisition.
Expanded development and application is needed of post-
excavation methodologies, including applications of ar-
chaeometric techniques (e.g., Carter and Dussubieux 2016;
King et al. 2015: Pryce et al. 2014). There is a backlog of
legacy work that needs to be published, and Ban Chiang is
only one of many insufficiently published excavations
1An earlier version of this text was prepared for a keynote address
at the European Association of Southeast Asian Archaeologists
(EurASEAA), 14th International Conference that took place in
Dublin, September 18-21 2012.
(e.g., Tha Kae, Ban Mai Chaimongkol, Non Pa Wai, and
many other sites in central Thailand; but see White and
Hamilton [in press] for progress on Ban Chiang).
But what I want to focus on here is our paradigmatic
frameworks. Paradigms — that set of assumptions, con-
cepts, values, and practices that underlie an intellectual dis-
cipline at particular points in time — matter. They matter
partly because if we are parroting an out-of-date archaeo-
logical agenda, we will miss out on three important things
crucial for the vitality of the discipline of Southeast Asian
archaeology in the long term. First is institutional support
in terms of jobs. Second is resources. In both cases, appli-
cants for jobs and grants need to be in tune with scholarly
trends. Third, what interests me most in this paper, is our
place in global archaeological discussions. Participating in
global archaeological conversations, being a player in tune
with the currents of the time, tends to assist in gaining in-
stitutional support and resources.
I would like to note especially for the younger genera-
tion that change in archaeological thinking is inevitable. It
is not something to be rejected or feared. There will be
things one learns in graduate school from one’s professors
as gospel, and 20, 30 years later (sometimes in only a year
or two) one discovers those ideas were wrong. There will
be ideas one once rejected only later to find oneself agree-
ing with the idea previously dismissed.
As an example from my own experience, when I went
through graduate school in the late 1970s, it was gospel that
prehistoric sites in Thailand with lots of burials were cem-
eteries. If there were occupation materials around the buri-
als, these came from preceding and unrelated older occu-
pations into which the cemeteries were dug. One graduate
student at the University of Michigan a few years ahead of
me, Bill McDonald, proposed a different idea — that buri-
als at Ban Kao and Non Nok Tha were interred in residen-
tial areas (MacDonald 1980a, 1980b). I recall that I along
with my peers dutifully parroted our seniors and poo-pooed
that idea. Years later, in the course of working with Ban
Chiang data, I found I could not make the Ban Chiang bur-
ial evidence fit a cemetery taphonomic model. With a bit
of chagrin, I slowly came to the same conclusion as Bill
McDonald, only a few decades later. I now believe that
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most of the purported prehistoric “cemeteries” in Thailand
were actually burials interred under and around houses in
ongoing occupations, a practice termed “residential burial”
(Adams and King 2011). This taphonomic re-interpretation
could significantly change how we interpret metal age so-
cieties (e.g., White and Eyre 2011). Odds are that a lot of
archaeological truths of the past few decades will be
proven inaccurate, and the coming generation of Southeast
Asian archaeologists will be the ones proving it! Then of
course, the cycle will repeat and soon the next generation
of students will be disproving the current generation’s pet
theories. This is the way of scholarship as we strive to find
truth in an ongoing discourse as new data and ideas are in-
tegrated with previous understandings.
In my view, Southeast Asian prehistoric archaeology is
at a juncture of major change in paradigmatic frameworks.
Here, I am speaking mainly about mainland Southeast
Asian archaeology (MSEA) although the topic is also per-
tinent to island Southeast Asia. To begin this discussion,
we need to start by asking, what is the prevalent Southeast
Asian archaeological paradigm? I think most regional ar-
chaeologists will agree that most literature from the last
four decades for MSEA reflects the following:
• heavy investment in the Three Age System (Neolithic,
Bronze Age, Iron Age)
• neo-/cultural evolutionary focus privileging origins of
states issues
• “progressive/complexity” narratives
• core/periphery/world systems interregional assumptions
I think it is fair to term this the “Mid-20th Century An-
glophone Paradigm,” a paradigm which privileges macro-
views.
ISSUES OF SCALE AND THE ‘GRAND
NARRATIVE’
From a bird’s eye view, one can tell a Southeast Asian pre-
history story from a Mid-20th Century Anglophone Para-
digm. But up close, the data do not work well from this
narrative. It is like telling the story of human evolution ig-
noring genetics, selection, and adaptation, and only look-
ing at selected fossil evidence. As we all know, the shelf
life of that simple linear story of hominid evolution has ex-
pired.
In addition to the distortions of a bird’s eye view on
archaeological data are distortions from a rear-view mirror
perspective on the past. We can see this in the many publi-
cations whose titles include the words “Origins of…” —
origins of agriculture, origins of metallurgy, origins of the
state, origins of the bronze age… This rear-view mirror
perspective encourages archaeologists to take a number of
intellectual short cuts that:
• conflate processes— for example, equate transmission of
the technology of bronze production to the develop-
ment of hierarchical “Bronze Age” societies. Most
scholars of early metallurgy now recognize the need to
disentangle the technological from the social processes
(Thornton and Roberts 2014).
• downplay variability — such as when we conjure up a
normative picture from a diverse dataset. When we hold
up a site, for example, as exemplative for a time period
when in its synchronic context it turns out to be atypical
or one of many variations (e.g., Ban Non Wat as exem-
plative for the “Bronze Age”; Higham 2015).
• ignore data — that do not fit the prevalent norm and ste-
reotyped trajectory. For example, ignoring evidence
for, and implications of, millet cultivation in recon-
structing early agricultural systems in our region be-
cause of an over-focus on rice (see Weber et al. 2010
for discussion of millet).
• gloss over evidence — by giving a summary qualitative
assessment without quantitative back-up and skipping
the details that may not support our interpretation. For
example, asserting that a wide-spread decorative ce-
ramic style testified to population expansion, glossing
over the lack of palaeodemographic, technological, and
other evidence supporting said expansion (cf., Fix
2011; King et al. 2015).
When we generalize from the macroview with its in-
built directionality onto what we then assume must be go-
ing on at the microlevel, we are missing or dismissing sa-
lient phenomena of the past. Imagine if we were biological
scientists, we could never get away with a paradigm of
change with built-in directionality, unless perhaps we were
of a creationist persuasion. So why do we do it?
One of the great attractions of the Bird’s Eye
View/Rear View Mirror paradigm is that it generates lots
of maps with big sweeping arrows. It is great fun, and we
all do it – I do it - like when a colleague you have not seen
in five years comes to town, and you go out to dinner, and
before the entrées have arrived, your napkins are covered
with crude sketches of Asia, big arrows, and dates, as you
chew the fat over the latest archaeological, linguistic, and
other data. But we need to remember that although grand
narratives are tantalizing, the big arrow schemes are mod-
els that need ground-truthing, especially today in Southeast
Asia. Despite persistent statements written with tones of fi-
nality (e.g., Bellwood 2011; Higham 2015), the evidence is
not unanimous that any particular scheme has been proven.
Indeed, there are so many gaps in our data that we can con-
nect the dots in any number of ways.
Whenever I am peeved by this or that big arrow discus-
sion, I take great comfort in reading linguistic discussions.
Linguists are not unanimous about anything. Not only does
each linguist seem to have a different map, each linguist
seems to have a different map for each publication. We ar-
chaeologists could learn something from the linguists, and
from the geneticists, who also generate new maps with
alarming frequency. Alternative scenarios are stimulating
for the discipline. The point is, the big arrow maps are test-
able models and we need to start focusing more on the tests,
as we have plenty of arrows that need evidence-based re-
search. Everyone, the linguists, the geneticists, and we ar-
chaeologists, lament the paucity of hard archaeological
data and research in our region. This is a challenge for the
future of our discipline.
If Southeast Asian archaeology is to make progress
from here on, our efforts need to focus on microscale social
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processes, processes analogous to studying mutation, se-
lection, and other genetic mechanisms at the community,
population, and landscape scales. To do this we need to fo-
cus more on our own data. Take one key process, such as
selection, which operates on the options that are available.
If we are going to understand why something was selected
and incorporated into a past social system, like bronze tech-
nology, we need to know and assess the alternatives. Se-
lection can favor variants with outcomes that may differ
from our preconceived ideas of what is advantageous. Se-
lection may favor, for example, bronze production pro-
cesses that by our 21st century measures appear inefficient,
but which may have taken the least total effort to attain the
desired product given the labor management and consumer
systems. Another process more “efficient” from a modern
value system could have extracted more metal product per
volume of ore albeit with much greater labor input not con-
sistent with the labor economy. When we consider “effi-
cient for whom or for what aspect of the process,” selection
three thousand years ago may have weighted options with
values far different from our own. It may have favored
stone adzes for workhorse tools, while the more ‘techno-
logically advanced’ bronze adzes might have been valued
more as exchange valuables than as mechanically efficient
implements. Early adoption of bronze technology may not
have even been considered desirable or advantageous
among some communities for any number of reasons rang-
ing from costs to cultural values, even if the technology
was available in the region. Thus, assessing variability of
different kinds (value systems, implement types, contexts
of recovery) and scales (household, village, region) is one
key to understanding past change.
We need to appreciate that models, such as the farm-
ing/language dispersal model, are usually reliant on a lot of
untested assumptions. Periodically an assumption gets
knocked out with new data or a new interpretation, and
when enough cracks in the façade of the seemingly invin-
cible model accumulate, quite suddenly the whole set of
relationships collapses. A recent example can be seen in
island Southeast Asia, where Mathew Spriggs’ (2011) An-
tiquity article notes that the collapse of consensus among
linguists for Blust’s phylogenetic model of Austronesian
languages liberated archaeologists to reexamine their data
and rethink many aspects of the farming/language dispersal
hypothesis of neolithic expansion (e.g., see Donohue and
Denham 2010). It is a good lesson for archaeologists work-
ing on the mainland not to make the data and interpreta-
tions from an ancillary discipline the linchpin holding up
our models, because those linchpins can collapse at any
moment. We need to be actively assessing our own data on
their own terms.
Austroasiatic (AA) languages likewise are being re-
thought. Articles in the meaty volume Dynamics of Human
Diversity: The Case of Mainland Southeast Asia (Enfield
2011) discuss possible locations for the homeland for
proto-Austroasiatic speaking people and it was not the
Yangtze. There was agreement that the AA homeland must
fall in the zone from Assam in northeastern India/Bay of
Bengal area through Burma, Laos, and Thailand. One of
the new big arrow maps proposed by Sidwell and Blench
(2011: 337) suggests that the AA homeland was in the mid-
dle Mekong. Expansion may have been more southeast to
northwest in direction. Other linguists have suggested a
more western homeland, even near the Bay of Bengal with
subsequent expansion toward the east (e.g., Donegan and
Stamp 2004). How these linguistic models can be recon-
ciled with currently prevalent archaeological models for
the appearance and spread of rice farming in mainland
Southeast Asia from northeast to southwest in a “Neolithic
wave of advance” (e.g., Higham et al. 2011:541; see also
Bellwood 2011) will be challenging for proponents of the
farming/language dispersal model. Maybe those models
will need some reconsideration. There seems to be some
disagreement among the linguists about whether or not
rice-related vocabulary can be traced back to proto-Aus-
troasiatic. Taro seems to have a deeper source than rice,
being traceable according to Blench (2011) to 12 of 13 AA
branches, with the word for rice only found in 7 branches.
Archaeologists have yet to consider how a root crop— taro
— would impact their models for dispersal of the “neo-
lithic,” which currently are reliant on cereal cultivation, es-
pecially of rice, as the driver of population expansion (e.g.,
Bellwood 2011; Bell wood et al. 2013; Higham 2002;
Higham et al. 2011).
THE THREE AGE SYSTEM AND SOUTHEAST
ASIAN ARCHAEOLOGY
On the topic of the “neolithic,” Southeast Asian archaeol-
ogists need to be honest about the pitfalls of Three Age no-
menclature, and stop mindlessly falling into these by es-
sentializing the terminology. To essentialize is a logical
fallacy whereby an abstract concept is treated as if it is a
concrete reality with essential, inherent properties (Lieb-
mann 2008). For example, archaeologists essentialize
when they assert that an abstract concept, such as “the
bronze age,” has the inherent essential property of social
stratification. This logical argument can have a structure
something like this: Society A has bronze technology (but
no iron technology). Therefore, Society A is Bronze Age.
An essential property of the Bronze Age is social stratifi-
cation; therefore, Society A has social stratification. This
type of false argument is also called the fallacy of reifica-
tion. The fallacious logic may be bolstered by other lines
of false logic, such as the fallacy of over-generalizing from
small samples. When we essentialize the bronze age, e.g.,
by asserting that Southeast Asia has a “Bronze Age” com-
parable to that of Mesopotamia or central plains China
(e.g., Higham 1996:320; Higham and Thosarat 2012:22),
we come across as willfully unobservant. Such disingenu-
ous comparisons marginalize our region, and we would
serve our field better by exploring and articulating an au-
thentic understanding of the social place of bronze technol-
ogy in the context of Southeast Asia (e.g., see discussions
in White and Hamilton 2009 in press; White and Pigott
1996).
As another example of the slipperiness of Three Age
nomenclature, I refer again to Spriggs’ Antiquity article, in
which he makes a statement that would be sacrilegious in
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some circles and certainly goes against what I was taught
in graduate school, namely that the “process of 'Neolithisa-
tion' did not necessarily involve agriculture at all” (Spriggs
2011: 523)! I believe Vietnamese archaeologists will hap-
pily concur with Spriggs (e.g., Nguyen Khai Su et al.
2004). He goes on to state (Spriggs 2011: 523) that it did
involve “…pottery, its complex vessel forms and surface
finish surely betokening new social relations; it certainly
did involve a suite of shell artefacts with equally novel
meanings, and also new technologies of cloth and bark-
cloth. Julian Thomas (1997: 59) has put it succinctly: 'ma-
terial things did not attend the Neolithic, they were the Ne-
olithic'”. Whether or not we agree with this last statement,
it at least illustrates the trend to reexamine Three Age ter-
minology and disentangle assumptions that particular pro-
cesses, such as pottery production and agriculture, neces-
sarily co-occurred.
My larger point is, in the end, we need our nomencla-
ture to serve us; we should not be serving a nomenclature
that has become wedded to outdated conceptual frame-
works, such as a normative view of the neolithic or bronze
age. Three Age terminology means different things to dif-
ferent scholars in different regions. As many readers know,
in my own view, Southeast Asia needs to demote the role
and prominence of Three Age nomenclature in our models.
At least we should lowercase it and unhinge the terms and
concepts from the rigid criteria and unfounded assumptions
of accompanying sociopolitical correlates (White 2002;
see White and Hamilton in press for extended discussion).
We need to assess the archaeological evidence on its own
terms in its full variety without being beholden to the mod-
els and vocabulary of the past. The Three Age System was
a useful framework in the nineteenth century and well into
the twentieth, but in the twenty-first century in Southeast
Asia, it is outmoded as anything more than a techno-chron-
ological frame.
CHANGING PERSPECTIVES AND COMMON
GROUND
It is safe to say that archaeologists of any persuasion are
interested in at least these two genres of questions, both re-
lated to social networks, or rather palaeo-social networks:
• How did prehistoric societies “work,” and how and why
did those workings change over time?
• Who was interacting with whom, and how were they do-
ing it?
How can we get a fresh perspective on Southeast Asia’s
past, different from the outdated Mid-20th Century Anglo-
phone Paradigm discussed above? How can we change
from rear view to front view and regain the on-the-ground
perspective of prehistoric peoples, moving toward a future
that was not pre-ordained? I think this is, in essence, what
many of the critiques of neoevolutionary perspectives as
well as the resultant theoretical and methodological ad-
vances over the last thirty and more years have been doing
(vide Hodder 2012). Practice theory and agency (e.g., Bar-
rett 2012; Bourdieu 1977), human behavioral ecology and
Darwinian archaeology (e.g., Bird and O’Connell 2012;
Shennan 2012), anthropology of technology and behav-
ioral archaeology (e.g., LaMotta 2012; Lemmonier 1986;
Schiffer 2001), self-organization theory (e.g., Kohler
2012) — all of these approaches strive to bring choice,
strategy, contingency, and diversity into our thinking about
the past. In essence, these are perspectives that attempt to
change the archaeological paradigm toward a forward-fac-
ing perspective, an “emergent” perspective (Fowler 2013;
Hodder 2012:163; Kohler 2012). These frameworks are
putting variability into discussions of temporal cultural
change without assumed directionality, pacing, or priori-
tized outcomes. We, in Southeast Asian archaeology, are
only just beginning to bring these perspectives to our data
(e.g., Acabado 2014; Favereaux and Bellina 2016; Mar-
wick 2008; White 2011). In my view, not only do the newer
frameworks have much to give to us, but we have much to
contribute to those perspectives and the associated conver-
sations occurring at the global level. If we aggressively and
astutely do this, Southeast Asia will have a much bigger
place at the table of international archaeology, and could
even be leaders in many of those conversations.
Engaging our data in these perspectives is not just a
case of search and replace, for example, search for diffu-
sion and replace it with transmission, and then think our
manuscript is au courant. Much more drilling down will be
needed. The key shift is to focus on smaller-scale phenom-
ena and processes and build a structure from our data rather
than trying to match our data to a pre-existing template or
checklist, e.g., specialization check, hierarchy check, etc.
Test the big arrows in the background by fore-grounding
the nitty-gritty relationships evidenced in our data. To do
this, there is a set of concepts and research priorities that
can provide building blocks without getting bogged down
in a lot of irritating jargon or taking sides in contentious
contemporary theory debates:
• identify communities at various scales as the core units
making decisions.
• assess variability, highlight it and position it rather than
hide it. Selection in the evolutionary sense selects from
options available; hence, change can only be explained
in the context of variation (Bleed 1997).
• define social networks, as interaction flows introduce var-
iation and underpin processes of selection.
• contextualize social networks among communities of var-
ious kinds and scales over the temporal dimension in
order to provide a more dynamic, much meatier and
plausible narrative, where the impact of specific varia-
bles (e.g., climate change, regional economic strate-
gies) can be observed and their impact on social choices
assessed without assuming that a society’s ‘Age’ or
stage will determine the path taken.
Implementing these concepts and procedures will ena-
ble our data to be assessed from “bottom-up” points of
view.
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Figure 1. Map of Thailand illustrating variation in vessel form of i&i pottery by ceramic subregion. Subregions continue to have dis-
tinct pottery in metal age phases.
TECHNOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
A pottery example
To illustrate how this approach can work, we can take as a
small example the so-called ‘i&i’ pottery (incised and im-
pressed; Rispoli 2007). Many will be familiar with the role
this pottery plays in discussions of the farming/language
dispersal hypothesis in mainland Southeast Asia, i.e., pro-
ponents assert that the dispersal of this decorative style
marks the dispersal of farmers, especially of rice farmers,
and the concurrent dispersal of Austroasiatic languages
across mainland Southeast Asia (e.g., Higham 2002;
Higham et al. 2011). Sherds of course do not farm or breed,
nor do they speak languages, but they can provide a lot in-
formation about communities — communities of potters
and pot consumers.
Looking at these pots from the potter’s point of view,
we might ask: what does the material evidence say about
the communities doing the potting and what is actually
moving? What are the networks? Is it the potters who bring
their craft to new communities as they and farmers fission
off during a process of rapid demic diffusion, as per the
argument made by Petrequin and Petrequin (1999, cited by
Spriggs 2011) for the Lapita? They argued that the manu-
facturing techniques, specialized forms and specific sur-
face treatments and design systems of Lapita pottery, a
suite of techniques requiring a long apprenticeship, indi-
cate that potters making Lapita pottery must have migrated
themselves from island Southeast Asia to the Bismarck Is-
lands. Or was it just the decorative style moving, through
borrowing a surface treatment by in situ communities of
potters exposed to a style that consumers desired (e.g., the
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Zarmaganda, Gosselain 2008:172), with the potters staying
put, i.e. localized non-moving communities of potters? Or
were potters mobile but moving to extant villages inde-
pendently of farmers or away from natal communities, as
for example part of a marriage exchange system or an itin-
erant craftsperson production system (e.g., MacEachern
1998:123)? Or were the pots themselves moving, such as
if they were being made in a few workshops, or at particu-
lar localities, and then the pots as commodities traded or
exchanged widely, like the Tumleo of the Sepik coast,
(Welsch and Terrell 1998:172)?
The i&i pots themselves, if properly studied, should be
able to shed light on these alternative scenarios regarding
the communities of potters and their networks of interac-
tion. I want to emphasize that at present, we do not have
enough evidence to conclusively decide among these or
other potential scenarios, but we can pose the question and
ask what kinds of pertinent data exist so far, and what kinds
of additional data we would need to address these ques-
tions.
Once we define a community or communities of inter-
est – in this case, potters making i&i pottery – and we have
a variety of potential networking scenarios that could ac-
count for the horizon phenomenon in the archaeological
record, a key question to ask is, what kinds of variability
exist in the evidence of i&i pottery that can shed light on
the communities practicing its manufacture? If one looks
at pottery with i&i decoration from sites in Thailand, dif-
ferent subregions are seen to have strikingly distinct vessel
forms (Figure 1; see also White and Eyre 2011). This “ce-
ramic subregion” phenomenon appears to have been pre-
sent during the pre-metal period and it continued through
the metal ages.
Ideally at this point in our investigation we would eval-
uate variability in ceramic technology, namely, the various
chaînes opératoires in evidence for i&i pottery in each sub-
region (cf Jones 2002). But very little in-depth quality evi-
dence exists for full chaînes opératoires for i&i pottery.
Recent ethnographic research among traditional potters
(e.g., Gosselain 1998, 2008) has found that in a pottery-
making sequence, the vessel primary forming or rough-out
is the most conservative part of a vessel-manufacturing se-
quence; in other words, vessel-forming is the least likely to
change from the technique the potter learned during his/her
apprenticeship (Wallaert 2008:179). Clay paste recipes are
also conservative, but when potters move to a new area
they commonly adjust their customary clay paste recipe as
they adjust to the properties of new clays, available tem-
pering materials, and/or new cultural norms in recipient
communities (Gosselain 2008:176; Gosselain and Living-
stone Smith 2005:42). Finishing treatments including dec-
oration are the most readily changed by potters, e.g., from
desire to innovate or in response to changes in consumer
demand (Gosselain 2008, Wallaert 2008:196). Firing, like
clay paste recipes, are intermediate in technical malleabil-
ity and, hence, potential to change in response to environ-
mental and social changes (Gosselain 2000). Thus, those
steps in the chaînes opératoires that are the most critical to
successfully complete the production of viable vessels ap-
pear to have more resistance to change over time or bor-
rowing in comparison with the more visible, situational,
and malleable steps such as decoration (Gosselain 2000).
There is a small amount of available information on
fabric variation in i&i pottery from Thai sites. Janet Doug-
las and Chureekamol Eyre (personal communication 2010)
have done a pilot study of sixteen thin sections of i&i
sherds recovered from nine sites in the BMC/KSTUT ce-
ramic subregion (Ban Mai Chaimongkol area on the Khok
Samrong-Takli Undulating Terrain) in the eastern middle
Chao Phraya Basin (see White and Eyre 2011 for further
definition of ceramic subregions). Mineral tempers includ-
ing granite and other igneous and metamorphic rock were
found in thirteen sections. Grog plus rock was found in
three, and none had organic inclusions.
This emphasis on mineral fabrics in one part of central
Thailand contrasts with what so far has been found in other
areas. At Khok Phanom Di near the Gulf of Thailand, Vin-
cent (2004) reports that the burnished i&i wares are pre-
dominantly tempered with orthodox grog. At Ban Chiang,
grog and usually rice husks appear to be part of the clay
paste recipes for i&i and contemporaneous vessels, accord-
ing to preliminary work done at the University of Pennsyl-
vania (unpublished data from ceramic analysis 2010-2012;
McGovern et al. 1985).
There is a small amount of information on forming, the
manufacturing stage that could be the most informative of
prehistoric potting community networks. Vincent (2004)
reports probable slab construction for Khok Phanom Di i&i
vessels, whereas for Ban Chiang i&i pots, thin coils are
prominent with molded or simple basal slabs (unpublished
records from ceramic analysis 2010-2012; Glanzman and
Fleming 1985; White et al. 1991).
If we look at the decorated fields (with incising and im-
pressing) themselves, we again find considerable technical
variation. At Ban Chiang, the impressing was almost al-
ways done with rocker stamping, although with different
implements. Most common is dentate rocker stamping
(Figure 2b), but there are also some plain rocker stamping
(Figure 2a), and one impression type the project is calling
dapple (Figure 2c). From another study site, Don Klang, a
different technique for applying the i&i design concept is
found; dentate designs are made with parallel comb im-
pressions, and individual punctations are also present (Fig-
ure 2d). Note that Rispoli (1997) has commented on the
absence of rocker stamping in the i&i ceramics she has ex-
amined from central Thailand, and she noted the use of
shell and other implements to make impressions. The key
summary point is that there is clear technical variation be-
tween and within subregions in how the impressing was ap-
plied, even though a broadly-related design grammar can
be recognized that spans many subregions.
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Figure 2. Close-ups showing variation of i&i decoration from Ban Chiang (a, b, c) and Don Klang (d). Examples from Ban Chiang
demonstrate rocker stamping with different implements to produce plain (a), dentate (b) and dappled (c) impressions. Don Klang ex-
ample (d) has comb impressions.
This initial evidence for regional variability in the
chaînes opératoires for i&i pots suggests that, although i&i
pottery has a related decorative concept and similar gram-
mar over a wide region, many distinct potting traditions,
and presumably potting “communities of practice” (Sassa-
man and Rudolphi 2001; see also Thomas 2009), employed
this decorative grammar and applied it technically in their
own way.
The variability in fabric, forming, and surface treatment
in i&i pottery in Thailand contrasts clearly with Petrequin
and Petrequin’s (1999, cited in Spriggs 2011) argument for
considerable uniformity in the Lapita pottery technology,
which allowed them to argue for migrating Lapita potters,
as noted above. Unlike the Lapita scenario of internal tech-
nical consistency, the technical and morphological varia-
bility so far documented in the i&i pottery in Thailand does
not lend itself to an argument that potters are rapidly mi-
grating and bringing a uniform ceramic technological tra-
dition along with them.
In addition, the observable technological variability
also appears inconsistent with a few workshops producing
vessels that are widely exchanged (cf., the Tumleo of the
Sepik coast, Welsch and Terrell 1998:172), or with the idea
that the same, limited number of people moved around in
an itinerant craftsperson production model. Instead the
Thai evidence currently available is consistent with differ-
ent potters with different skills, knowledge, and technical
traditions producing variant i&i decoration on locally idio-
syncratic forms made with locally distinct chaînes opé-
ratoires. The variability documented on an admittedly lim-
ited sample is most compatible with an interpretation that
a decorative grammar is being borrowed by local potting
communities which have their own potting traditions, sim-
ilar to Gosselain’s (2008:172) experience of Zarmaganda
potters imitating Bella decoration, through observation and
not apprenticeship. The borrowing of the decoration in this
latter case would likely be consumer driven analogous to
the situation where the Bella decoration was considered de-
sirable (pretty) among consumers in the regional context of
the Niger River, and so the Zarmaganda copied it.
In summary, the small amount of existing data on i&i
pottery in Thailand can provide the basis for several hy-
potheses about potting communities, social networks, and
social mobility directly pertinent to testing several archae-
ological assumptions in the farming/language dispersal hy-
pothesis. If thorough studies of pottery chaînes opératoires
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Figure 3. Map showing locations of three known copper production areas and the wide regional distribution of the common Southeast
Asian spouted crucible.
of larger samples fail to show that potters moved in concert
with a rapid progressive movement of farmers in this time
period, the demographic claims tied to the spread of this
pottery style for the farming/language dispersal (Higham
2002; Higham et al. 2011) should be re-examined and other
hypotheses tested that could account for potters from dif-
ferent traditions borrowing a decorative grammar over a
large region.
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Bronze artifact manufacture
It is fascinating that applying the same approach to the met-
allurgical evidence suggests very different social networks
at play in bronze product manufacturing systems in com-
parison with the pottery production systems. The chaînes
opératoires of bronze product manufacture show a remark-
ably consistent range of variability across large regions
transcending the subregional variability in the ceramic tra-
ditions (White and Hamilton 2009). The widespread distri-
bution of the small, spouted crucible type cross-cuts sev-
eral ceramic subregions in northeast Thailand and has also
been observed in at least one site in in central Thailand
(Natapintu 1988:122; White and Hamilton 2009) (Figure
3). The consistently narrow repertoire of metal product
classes and manufacturing equipment and procedures is
testimony to a geographically broad community of skilled
practitioners, at least for manufacturing final metal prod-
ucts in northeast and parts of central Thailand (White and
Hamilton 2009; White and Pigott 1996). Although some
production of copper objects was undertaken in some areas
(Pigott and Natapintu 1988), tin bronze was the prevalent
alloy at least in later prehistoric Thailand (White and Pigott
1996).
Where might we go with a regional understanding, tak-
ing into consideration the distinctive social networks sug-
gested in the pottery and metal data? Top-down, central-
ized political economy models do not easily fit the data.
White and Pigott (1996) argued that the overall evidence
for copper production and copper-based product manufac-
turing was consistent with a community specialization eco-
nomic model (as discussed in Costin 1991). Recent inter-
pretation of Sepon production organization evidence in
Laos also found evidence for “small family or tribal enter-
prises” as well as connections to regional trading networks,
leaving open the question of a possible role for external
control and the nature of some relationship at a later point
with China (Tucci et al. 2014:12). Within Thailand, cer-
tainly the wide distribution of the common Southeast Asian
crucible in villages away from ore sources in many ceramic
subregions (cf. Figure 3 and Figure 1) demonstrates that
metal artifact manufacturing was not centralized and that a
segmented production system is in evidence there (White
and Hamilton 2009; White and Pigott 1996). Lead isotope
analytic data (e.g. Pryce et al. 2011, 2014) are adding evi-
dence for the specific networks between individual locales
producing copper and villages consuming copper-based
products. These data lend further support for distinctions
between the production and distribution networks for met-
als and ceramics, the former extending over hundreds of
kilometers, the latter much more localized in extent.
WHERE IS THIS LEADING?
In my view, focus on production, consumption, technolog-
ical relationships, and the social networks that underlay re-
gional development will provide meaty contributions to
understanding the prehistoric past of Southeast Asia. Im-
plementing this approach should not be limited to studies
of crafts but the perspective can be insightful in examining
all societal processes (see White 2011 as an example ad-
dressing community perspectives on subsistence diversity
in the late Pleistocene and early Holocene). An excellent
metal age model from another region that echoes many of
the features we find in metal age Thailand has been de-
scribed by Shennan (1999) for the European alpine re-
gional bronze age. His articulation of a regional system of
interacting specialized communities fostering economic
growth without top-down controls suggests the direction
that appears to me most likely to bear fruit for interpreting
the metal age economy of Thailand. (See White and Ham-
ilton in press for extended discussion.)
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
To summarize, I urge Southeast Asian archaeologists to fo-
cus on a front-view, emergent paradigm, on defining com-
munities and networks in our data, and on applying the
wide variety of archaeological methods and theories that
have developed over the last thirty-some years to our data.
These frameworks will enable us to make our own distinc-
tive contributions to addressing questions on how prehis-
toric societies worked, how and why the workings of par-
ticular societies changed over time and space, who was in-
teracting with whom, how they were interacting, and what
it all means for understanding the regional longue durée.
An authentic assessment of our data will bring them for-
ward to the global archaeological spotlight in ways that the
region’s current dominant paradigm never will. This baton
passes to the younger generation: there are so many new
ideas out there to test, so many big arrows, so many meth-
ods, so many new models. If the younger generation of
Southeast Asian archaeologists uses these riches wisely,
they will take Southeast Asian archaeology far and fruit-
fully engage in the larger archaeological discussions of the
21st century.
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